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Information Communication Technology (ICT) environment in traditional power grids makes detection andmitigation of DDoS attacks
more challenging. Existing security technologies, besides their efficiency, are not adequate to cater to DDoS security in Smart Grids (SGs)
due to highly distributed and dynamic network environments. Recently, emerging Software Defined Networking- (SDN-) based
approaches are proposed by researchers for SG’s DDoS protection; however, they are only able to protect against flooding attacks and are
dependent on static thresholds. -e proposed approach, i.e., Software Defined Networking-based DDoS Protection System (S-DPS), is
efficiently addressing these issues by employing light-weight Tsallis entropy-based defense mechanisms using SDN environment. It
provides early detectionmechanismwithmitigation of anomaly in real time.-e approach offers the best deployment location of defense
mechanism due to the centralized control of network.Moreover, the employment of a dynamic thresholdmechanism ismaking detection
process adaptive to the changing network conditions. S-DPS has demonstrated its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of Detection Rate
(DR) and minimal CPU/RAM utilization, considering DDoS protection focusing smurf attacks, socket stress attacks, and SYN
flood attacks.

1. Introduction

-ere is a drastic increase in energy dependence from very
minute to huge activity especially the cloud-based data
centers and Internet of -ings (IoT), which have a dire need
of availability, reliability, and efficiency of power systems.
-is requirement paved path towards the Smart Grid (SG)
paradigm that ensures two-way communication within
power systems. It holds the capability to remove the con-
straints of a traditional grid infrastructure and provide
power systems that are scalable, dynamic, situation-aware,
and flexible. On the other hand, such facilities give birth to
complexity, heterogeneity, and interconnectivity of diverse
ICT requirements due to which the existing network par-
adigms and security strategies are marked as ineffective

[1, 2]. Moreover, the IP-enabled communication infra-
structure in SGs raises the likelihood of malicious activities
and attacks. Such attacks may result in wrong smart meter
readings or incorrect demands or responses to or from
electricity company or they can be severe for power gen-
eration systems [3].

Millions of consumers are serviced by SG. -e service
provided by SG is crucial and the availability of such a service is
extremely important.-e SGmakes up a cyber-physical system
(CPS) and a single error in any part of the system can lead to a
direct or indirect catastrophic effect on human life [4]. Dis-
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are also makingmore
frequent appearances and are becomingmore sophisticated and
severe because of the fact that the existing protection mecha-
nisms are not capable to deal with such threats. Hence,
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detection, mitigation, and prevention of DDoS attacks are now
on the top most priority of engineering industries and research
arena. Researches have come upwith SDN-based approaches to
handle DDoS attacks in SG [5]. However, still experimental
validation of the proposed approaches is lagging. Also, SGs are
safeguarded against High-Rate (HR)-DDoS attacks only during
their detection and mitigation approach [1] [6]. -is level of
safety is not enough for a sensitive ICTinfrastructure such as SG
that carries mission critical information. Because of these
reasons, there exists a desperate need for further research re-
garding SDN-based security protocols in SG to ensure a safe and
light-weight mechanism against DDoS, having a capability to
detect in the early stages and mitigation of varied level of DDoS
attacks.

-e remainder structure of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 discusses related work with critical
evaluation of literature, motivation with problem statement,
and approach with contribution. Section 3 discusses system
model with implementation constraints. Experimental setup
with evaluation criteria is discussed in Section 4. Results and
discussion are presented in Section 5. Section 6 discusses
performance evaluation of the approach. Finally, Section 7
presents conclusion with future work.

2. Literature Review

Considering the wide spread of ICT and upcoming IoT
devices, applications, and scenarios in almost every field of
life, the authors in [7] showcased the vulnerabilities that may
attract negative attentions. Moreover, the authors discussed
state-of-the-art work regarding mitigation of such malicious
activities. Researchers from academia and industry have
shown interest and utilize new network paradigm, i.e., SDN
to deal with underlying security risks in SG communication
network [5]. -e authors in [8] presented a comprehensive
survey focusing SG communication security measures and
privacy breaches. Major emphasis is given to privacy han-
dling within SG communication networks. In [9], the au-
thors presented a taxonomy of network attacks focusing fog-
based smart grid SCADA systems. -e authors in this study
classify intrusion detection systems (IDSs) as major solution
for the attacks; however, they focused mainly on machine
learning approaches which at times are more time con-
suming and compel in comparison to entropy-based IDSs.

-e authors in [10] used blockchain for securing the data
and SDN to deal with control issues and scalability. Fur-
thermore, the authors in [11] also used blockchain to secure
energy sector, mainly authentication and privacy issues.

SDN is recently used in SG to provide a resilient SDN-based
security framework/simulators and communication architec-
ture. Researchers have utilized either single or multicontroller
architecture to establish the underlying network infrastructure
[12] which is considered to be the first SG-enabled simulator
which is resilient and secured. -e proposed security module is
able to detect and resolve DoS attack within 60 seconds with no
impact on bus system. However, maximum power capacity
allowed on each bus/branch is not mentioned to address how
much additional load other branches can bear in case of failure.
Static threshold of 40% for number of packets/sec is used in

detection mechanism. Similarly, in [1], a novel SDN-based
communication architecture for resiliency and security of
microgrid operations is proposed. -ey have used three ap-
plications, i.e., self-healing mechanism, network verification,
and intrusion detection. Self-healing mechanism uses rapid
network configuration changes to mitigate further penetration
by doing traffic isolation. Network verification is implemented
using consistent updates feature, to avoid network instability by
ensuring consistency of packets. Specification-based intrusion
detection system is proposed; however, experimental validation
is missing in the work.

Entropy-based approaches have been widely in tradi-
tional networks to provide DDoS protection. -ese ap-
proaches have proved to be useful in SDN environment as
well, providing better detection efficiency [13]. -e authors
in [14] used open flow SDN controller to detect DDoS at-
tacks on SG. As this is basic feature of SDN framework, the
proposed methodology is also situation aware; however, for
anomaly detection, an entropy-based mechanism is pro-
posed which not only detects but also mitigates the attacks.
However, the authors have not enhanced their proposed
model to adoptively change according to situation and
environment.

-e authors in [15] presented a DDoS traceback
mechanism under the umbrella of SDN architecture. -e
authors established an anomaly tree by analysing the
communication flow changes via base station nodes. Once
the anomaly tree is formulated, traceback scheme calls out
any of different DDoS protection algorithms depending
upon the nature and severeness of the attack. -e authors
claim that proposed scheme is better than the state-of-the-
art frameworks regarding detection and trace back time with
minimal usage of resources. In the future, the authors intend
to optimize this approach by making it adoptive such that it
can detect most types of the DDoS attacks.

A scheduling algorithm based on two levels is proposed
in [16] to make sure better QoS regarding power services and
communication network. For this purpose, an SDN con-
troller is utilized and in first level, a scheduling mechanism is
devised focusing priority in terms of delay constrained
power services. Once priority-based services are schedules,
then congestion and queueing control mechanism follows
which ensures minimal delay with respect to the priority
assigned. -e authors used Mininet and Ryu controllers for
simulation purposes. -e proposed approach reduced delay
and packet loss ratio with respect to state-of-the-art work.
An elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is presented in [17]
and the proposed scheme which is based on mutual au-
thentication by using biometric system.-e authors claim to
eliminate many authentication attacks.

Moreover, ECC technique supersedes other state-of-
the-art protocols considering the performance metrics of
communication and computational time considering SG
environment. -e authors in [18] proposed multilevel
autoencoders-based IDS for DDoS attacks in SGs. -e
authors claim to have better accuracy in predictive
analysis with other state-of-the-art methods. In [19], the
authors presented a novel SDN-based IDS for SG. Basic
feature of SDN, i.e., centralized controller in control
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plane, is made distributed by using blockchain approach.
-e proposed model is simulated using AnyLogic and
results declare it as more effective in terms of DDoS
detection with state-of-the-art frameworks. Moreover,
this approach also reduces the controller overhead;
however, the delay in decision making is the trade-off that
is not required in demand responsiveness feature of SG.

-e authors in [20] present a novel entropy-based sta-
tistical approach in multicontroller SDN environment ap-
proach which is proposed for early detection and mitigation
of DDoS attack. Apart from early detection, it is able to
identify the attack path as well to apply the mitigation
strategy instantly after detection. Shannon entropy with
experimental static threshold against “DA” is used as de-
tection mechanism, whereas Drop/block ports mechanism is
used for mitigation purpose. Experimental validation for
backup controller functionality, in case of primary controller
failure, is missing. -reshold mechanism should have been
adaptive rather than static, considering dynamic nature of
modern networks. -e authors have not addressed the ef-
ficacy of approach in protecting against LR-DDoS attacks.
Further, approach should have been validated using per-
formance metrics like DR and FPR.

Apart from SDN-based approaches for DDoS protection, it
is important to discuss existing entropy-based approaches that
have been successful in detecting DDoS attacks in traditional
networks. Different variants of entropy are available for
detecting DoS/DDoS attacks, i.e., generalized entropy, Tsallis
entropy, and normalized entropy. Each of them can achieve
varying DR and FPR for HR and LR-DDoS attacks. Some are
able to detect both types of DDoS attacks with better DR and
FPR, where some are best suited for a single type only. -ese
solutions depend on the traffic features and perform statistical
procedures on normal and attack traffic to do the comparison in
order to find the anomaly. -e authors in [21] present a
generalized entropy-based feature selection technique which is
used to detect network anomalies from real-life WAN traffic
data with a high DR and low FPR. An outlier score function is
used to detect the anomalies. -e algorithm was evaluated
against other techniques like LOF andORCAusing dataset Zoo.
-ey achieved DR of 94.11% and FPR of 2.38%, higher than the
other two approaches. However, user-defined parameters for
threshold values are used. Although these values are set after
conducting training on datasets, but still, it poses a limitation
with respect to dynamic nature of networks and underlying
attacks. -e approach did not directly work on categorical and
mixed types data.

A variant of Renyi entropy is proposed in [22], as a light-
weight detection system utilizing extended entropy-based
metric to detect HR-DDoS flooding attack and IP traceback.
-e proposed approach is evaluated against other entropy
metrics like Shannon entropy and Kullback–Leibler divergence
using both simulated and real-time DDoS datasets. Another
important variant of parameterized entropy, i.e., Tsallis entropy,
is utilized by researchers for anomaly detection. A feature-based
Anomaly Detection System (ADS) using Tsallis entropy at
device level is proposed in [23] and is capable of detecting and
classifying known and unknown anomalies with additional
information regarding network usage. Primitive properties of

flows like SA, DA, SP, and DP and derived flow properties at
device and network level, i.e., out-degree, in-degree, per flow,
per packet, per byte, packet per sample (pps), etc., are used in
flow extraction process. Based on the discussion above, it can be
observed that the authors have not highlighted the capability of
their approach to detect both HR and LR-DDoS attacks.
Moreover, static thresholds based on experiments are utilized in
their approaches which cannot prevail in dynamic and complex
environments like SG. Real dataset for DDoS attacks based on
SG networks are not publically available easily [24]; hence,
researchers have used simulated datasets for validation of their
work.

Tsallis entropy metric has performed well, as per validation
metrics, compared to other entropic metrics in detecting
varying number of DDoS attacks, i.e., both LR-DDoS and HR-
DDoS attacks. For effective DDoS defense mechanism, miti-
gation strategies should also be incorporated with intrusion
detection system. Placement of detection mechanism is way
important for efficient detection and in-time capitalization of
DDoS attack. Such fact has not been addressed by many of the
researchers. Finally, Tsallis entropy metric, besides its efficiency
with respect to DR and FPR, has not been tested in an SDN
environment. Utilizing SDN for securing SGs is in focus for
energy engineering industries and research arena as well. -e
authors in [25] orchestrate a strategic connection, monitoring
SDN controllers and sources of new flow requests that are
threatening for DDoS attack. Compromised switches are
identified and a noncooperative game is orchestrated using
dynamic Bayesian network. -e authors in [26] proposed a
DDoS detectionmechanism in SGs using Convolutional Neural
Network. Variance fractal dimension trajectory is used as a
preprocessing tool, whereas postprocessing of data is conducted
by employing support vector machine. -e authors claimed to
achieve 87.35% accuracy in DDoS detection. Critical evaluation
of literature is given in Tables 1 and 2.

2.1. Motivation and Problem Statement. In light of the above
discussion, it can be concluded that SDN significantly addresses
the deployment locality requirement to its centralized controller
architecture. Further, entropy-based techniques used by the
researchers rely on experimental-based thresholds and do not
adapt to changing network conditions.-erefore, it necessitates
developing an adaptive light-weight entropy-based defence
mechanism using SDN environment for SG, providing early
detection and mitigation of anomaly in real time. Real-time
reconfiguration based on network conditions is required to
change static thresholds and also tomake it appropriate for high
Detection Rate (DR) and low False Positive Rate (FPR). Here
DR measures portion of the attacks that are detected correctly
by the system and FPR provides the percentage of events that
are reported as negative events where actually they are positive
events. -is factor makes it highly inappropriate for SG due to
dynamic nature and heterogeneity.

With the advent of IoT, security concerns related to user
and network resources have become even more critical and
prone to attacks. SG being one important application of IoT
also shares the same security threats that exist in traditional
IoT environment. However, protection of DDoS attacks in
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Table 1: SDN-based security approaches for DDoS protection.

Approach Security
parameter Network/dataset Experimental setup Tools/

simulators

Parameters/
approach for
intrusion
detection

Limitations

DSSnet:
microgrid
simulator [1]

DoS and
resilience

IEEE-13 bus power
distribution system

with two
subsystems, i.e.,
wind turbine and
energy storage

system

Developed a
simulator for
evaluation of

microgrid operation.
Applications:
(i) Self-healing

network
management

(ii) Communication
network verification
(iii) Specification-
based intrusion

detection

OpenDSS,
Mininet, virtual
time system
(Linux-based

kernel)

(i) Network
slicing

(ii) Traffic
isolation

A little literature on
specification-based
intrusion detection

provided experimental
validation of intrusion

detection is not
provided.

PYGRID: SG
simulator [12]

DoS
protection

and
resilience

Simulated IEEE-14
bus power system

Scenarios:
normal operation,
bus failure, and bus

attack
Result:

successfully
mitigated DDoS

attack

Mininet,
PYPOWER

(i) Number of
packets/

second� 40%
threshold

(ii) Flows count

(i) Maximum power
capacity allowed on

each bus/branch is not
mentioned; rationale

for using fixed
threshold limit for

number of packets/sec
is missing.

(ii) All traffic flows are
being monitored for
rapid detection.

Computation overhead
cost is associated with
the approach since all

flows will go to
application layer.

Multicontroller-
based SDN [20]

UDP/TCP/
ICMP flood

attacks
Simulated

Design components
entropy-based DDoS
detection algorithm

(i) Virtualized
network

environment of 3
switches and 32

hosts
(ii) Set of mitigation

actions (block
traffic/ports)

(iii) UDP flood
attack simulated

POX
controller,
Mininet 2.0,

and Scapy tool
for traffic
generation

Analysis metric
(i) Destination
IP address
entropy

(i) Experimental
validation for backup

controller
functionality, in case of
primary controller
failure, was missing.
(ii) -reshold value
should have been

changed dynamically as
per the changing

network environment.
(iii) -e authors did

not address the efficacy
of approach in

protecting against LR-
DDoS attacks

(iv) Flash crowds may
be detected by the

algorithm as an attack,
resulting in extra FPR.

(v) -e proposed
approach should have
been validated against
performance metrics
like DR, FPR, etc.
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SG has grabbed more intention of researchers. -e reason is
the occurrence of massive DDoS attack on Ukraine power
grid in 2015. Existing security protocols/techniques provide
network protection at Internet edge only and are not suf-
ficient enough to prevent dynamic attacks, considering
borderless architecture of IoT. Additionally, current ap-
proaches of security, i.e., firewall zoning and intrusion de-
tection and prevention system (IDPS) are too constrained by
traditional network architecture. -ey are computationally
heavy when considering the increase in network devices
[27]. If appropriate security actions are not taken, then
attacks like DDOS, service unavailability, and most im-
portantly threat to human life might happen. Moreover,
early detection and mitigation are deemed necessary for
infrastructure like SG since deep penetration to SG network
can lead to devastating consequences.

Entropy-based techniques used by the researchers rely
on experimental-based thresholds and do not adapt to

changing network conditions. Moreover, utilization of static
experimental thresholds and Shannon entropy do not
provide adequate security against both HR and LR-DDoS
attacks for an ICT infrastructure like SG. Static thresholds
need to be reconfigured on changing network conditions to
adjust for high DR and low FPR and that makes it unsuitable
for SG. Moreover, Shannon entropy provides low DR and
FPR as compared to Tsallis entropy [23] and on detection of
DDoS attack, it is important to mitigate it as well to prevent
its penetration further in the network; that is missing in
DDoS protection approaches. In order to improve the se-
curity and reliability of SG in reference to DDoS attacks,
researchers have suggested an SDN-based approach to
handle the glitches in the conventional network paradigms.
However, these approaches [6, 12, 20] are still only capable
of handling HR-DDoS attacks, i.e., TCP/UDP/ICMP-based
flooding attacks only, not catering stealthy and low-rate
DDoS attacks, and also rely heavily on static thresholds.

Table 2: Entropy-based approaches.

Year Technique Anomalies
addressed Dataset Data

source
Source
tool

Flow
properties for

anomaly
detection

Comparison Validation
metrics (%) Conclusion

2016
[21]

Generalized
entropy

DDoS,
probe

Real:
KDDcup99,
NSL-KDD,

UCI machine
learning
repository
datasets

Simulated:
Testbed
dataset

(TUIDS) for
DDoS and

probe attacks

IP
packet/
IP flow

Netflow
data

Dynamic
selection of
features
through
mutual

information
and GE

LOF for τ � 0.58 at
dataset Zoo

DR� 82.35
FPR� 19.04

Proposed
approach
achieved
better DR
and FPR
metrics

compared to
other outlier
approaches

ORCA DR� 88.23
FPR� 13.09

Proposed
approach

DR� 94.11
FPR� 2.38

Shannon entropy DR� 55
FPR� 15

Kullback–Leblier
divergence

DR� 70
FPR� 15

2015
[22]

Extended
entropy

DDoS, port
scan,

network
scan, DoS,
worm, and

spam

Legitimate
traffic from
tsinghua
University
Campus
network

IP flow Netflow

Source IP
address, source

port,
destination IP,

address,
destination

port, flow byte,
flow direction,

protocol
number, and
TCP control

bit

— DR� 93.46
FPR� 5 2015

2017
[23]

Tsallis
entropy

Real and
simulated
versions:

DDoS, alpha
flow, port
scan,

network
scan

Real
Campus

network data,
i.e., UTFPR/

Toleda
Campus and
FISTSC/GW

campus

IP flow Netflow
v9

Source
address,

destination
address, source

port,
destination
port, number
of packets,
number of

flows, number
of bytes, in-

degree

Tsallis entropy DR� 100
FPR� 1

Achieved
better DR
and FPR

compared to
Shannon
entropy
validation
metrics

dropped a
little with
sampling
effects

Shannon entropy DR� 25
FPR� 2.2806

After
incorporating

sampling effects in
technique

DR� 99.45
FPR� 0.12
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Hence, it makes it necessary to develop a light-weight DDoS
defence mechanism for SG that is fueled by SDN envi-
ronment and using Tsallis entropy for better DR and FPR.
Additionally, the SDN environment should be adaptive and
capable of providing early detection and mitigation of both
HR and LR-DDoS attacks.

2.2. Solution and Contributions. Considering our proposed
solution, DDoS detection application uses Tsallis entropy
metric with traffic features, i.e., Source Address (SA),
Destination Address (DA), Source Port (SP), and Destina-
tion Port (DP) for efficient detection of varying DDoS at-
tacks. For mitigation approach, IP address and port blocking
mechanism is available in SDN controller software; i.e.,
OpenFlow is utilized. Blocking data is provided by the local
list maintained in the SDN controller. Since SDN controller
provides a global view of the whole network and is centrally
located, the proposed approach significantly addresses the
locality problem of DDoS defense mechanism that is missing
in literature. A novelty in approach is added by using dy-
namic thresholds for traffic features using Exponential
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) instead of static
threshold values for detection purposes. Moreover, to the
best of our knowledge, Tsallis entropy in SDN environment
has not been used previously. -e proposed approach
provides a near real-time detection within 250 packets with
mitigation of anomaly in real time. In the following section,
the proposed system model is discussed in detail. -e fol-
lowing contributions are made in this work:

(i) A light-weight entropy-based detection approach is
developed underlying SDN environment

(ii) Adaptive threshold mechanism is proposed to
achieve better DR and False Positive Rate (FPR)
using Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA) and Tsallis entropy

(iii) Low-rate (LR)- and HR-DDoS attacks are suc-
cessfully detected

(iv) In addition to the real-time protection mechanism,
a DDoS mitigation mechanism is also explained in
terms of proposed model

(v) Resource utilization (CPU and RAM utilization is
optimized without compromising LR- or HR-DDoS
protection)

3. System Model

In existing SDN-based solutions, a limited level of DDoS
protection, i.e., against flooding-based DDoS attacks only, is
being provided. Further, deployment locality of DDoS de-
fencemechanism is critical in efficient and in-time detection.
Most of the researchers did not fully address the issue of
locality. SDN controller has a global view of the network and
is responsible for all routing and filtering features of a
network. In other words, it is a brain and central point of
network. -erefore, SDN network utilization can provide
optimal deployment locality for DDoS defence mechanism.

Lastly, software-based control of SDN provides IP address/
port blocking mechanisms as a built-in feature.

So, these mechanisms can be optimally utilized as a
DDoS mitigation approach. -e conceptual framework is
divided into two parts, namely, SDN-based environment for
consumer-utility provider network and intrusion detection
and prevention system (IDPS) as depicted in Figure 1. In this
section, a detailed description of the system model is pre-
sented, following the implementation constraints and
limitations.

IDPS is divided into three modules, namely, flow col-
lector (“FC”), anomaly detector (“AD”), and anomaly
mitigation (“AM”), as depicted in Figure 1. “FC” module is
located in controller and collects network flows/packets and
statistics from each connected switch through Netflow
standard protocol, utilized by the controller. -ese flows are
stored in the local database of the controller and relevant
features, i.e., Source Address (“SA”) and Destination Ad-
dress (“DA”), are extracted for further processing by “AD.”
“AD” calculates Tsallis entropy value per traffic feature in
current window of 50 packets and compares it with cor-
responding feature threshold value for that window. In case
of a mismatch as per conditions discussed in subsequent
section, an alarm is generated and further action is taken by
the “AM”module. “AM”module performs drop/deny action
on the flows and pass it on to v-switch performing for-
warding decisions. It also stores the blacklisted IPs in
blacklist database maintained locally in the controller for
scrutiny of incoming packets.-reshold calculator calculates
threshold values per feature for next window by applying
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) on
current window entropy value and previous window
threshold value and passes it on to “AD” module for
comparison purposes. Table 3 describes the primitive flow
properties being used in the analysis. After extraction of
required details, data is parsed to “AD” module which
follows the mechanism as discussed in upcoming sections.

3.1. Anomaly Detector Module (AD Module). After extrac-
tion of traffic features (“SA,” “SP,” “DA,” and “DP”) by “FC”
from new packets destined to the controller from OF
switches through Netflow protocol supported by POX
controller, data is fed to the “AD” module. Data in anomaly
detector is processed based upon window size that can be
based upon either time stamp of packet received or number
of packets. For this work, it is based upon number of packets
and set to 50 packets per window for efficient detection and
memory foot-print [20]. Moreover, the experimental setup
constitutes not more than 50 hosts (smart meters and utility
server), so 50 packets per window is an appropriate window
size. -erefore, consider W as the set of data with n elements
in which each data element xmi signifies the event pertaining
to specific traffic feature as can be seen in (1). Probability of
xmi happening in window W can be calculated using (2).
Further, Tsallis entropy is denoted by “Hq” which can be
calculated by (3) [23]. For q> 1, higher probabilities have
more impact on the final entropy value compared to lower
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probabilities and vice versa. Here value of q is set as − 1.3 or
− 0.8 for high DR and low FPR.

w � xmi, m � 1, 2, 3, 4, i � 1, 2, . . . n, (1)

Pmi �
xmi

n
, (2)

Hq �
1

q − 1
1 − 

n

i�1
p

q
mi. (3)

In each window, entropy values of four traffic features
are calculated and compared with respective normal
entropy value, using (4). Here H

xm

q− (n) is the entropy value
of specific traffic feature taken in normal traffic condi-
tions, i.e., without any abnormal traffic, and λ signifies the
difference of entropies. In case the value of λ is positive, it
means the entropy value of feature for current window
has decreased; i.e., data distribution is concentrated.
However, in case value of λ is negative, it means the

entropy value of feature for current window has in-
creased; i.e., data distribution is dispersed.

H
xm

q− (n) − Hq � λ. (4)

Application of (4) is different for each traffic feature as
depicted in Table 4. In case of DDoS attack, value of λ is
positive for “DA” and negative for “SA,” whereas for dif-
ferent types of DDoS attacks, values of “SP” and “DP” are
variable. Equations (1)–(4) are calculated for subsequent
windows (50 packets per window) and in case value of λ is
positive for “DA” and negative for “SA” for five consecutive
windows, an alert for DDoS attack is generated. A counter
for subject purpose is utilized, which is incremented on
meeting the set conditions in each window. In case set
conditions for “SA” and “DA” are not met in any 5 con-
secutive windows, counter is set to zero and process starts
again with counter� 0.

3.2. Anomaly Mitigation Module. A specific action is asso-
ciated by the controller with each flow in flow tables of the
controller as discussed in background section related to OF
protocol. In case an alarm is generated by the “AD” module,
then the “SA” with maximum number of occurrences in the
5 windows is extracted and “drop/deny” action is set by the
controller against the matched flows associated with that
“SA” in run time.

SDN controller

Legitimate profile
entropy for startup

window only

Flow collector

Traffic feature
extractor

Entropy
calculator

Comparison b/w
current and threshold

entropy values
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Figure 1: System model S-DPS.

Table 3: Primitive flow properties for AD.

No.
(m)

Primitive flow property
(xm) Detail

1 SA Source IP address of packet

2 DA Destination IP address of
packet
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3.3. Dynamic 5reshold. Initially, threshold values for each
traffic feature are set by simulating the network environment
in normal conditions, i.e., without any attack traffic. -ese
threshold values are used to detect DDoS attack in progress
as per the conditions discussed previously. Value of
threshold dictates the performance of entropy-based de-
tection approach in terms of DR and FPR. So, choosing
optimal thresholds is most significant and important to
achieve desired results. One approach is to conduct multiple
experiments using attack traffic (tool or datasets) with
normal traffic to tune these thresholds, while another ap-
proach is to utilize current network conditions in real time
and system automatically updates these thresholds. -e
latter is more convenient and effective, considering the
dynamic nature of SG network. So, in order to make the
anomaly detection adaptive, consider a mean entropy value
for each traffic feature as and for each subsequent window,
mean entropy value for each traffic feature as a threshold, is
calculated using (5). EWMA filter is used for calculating the
average mean, and β value of 0.1 is used for catering current
network conditions and is more reactive in nature, con-
sidering highly critical networks such as SG. Value of
constant c depends upon the network characteristics.

H
xm

q(i) � β × H
xm

q(i− 1) +(1 − β) × H
xm

q(i)  + c. (5)

-reshold values, calculated as per (5), are based upon
current network conditions with β value set to 0.1 (very
reactive) and can result in high FPR for burst channel.
Similarly, in case of stealthy attack pattern such as in-
creasing and decreasing DDoS attacks, detection will be
difficult. So, there is a need to tune the value of threshold
in real time. In order to achieve optimumDR and FPR and
keep the threshold in acceptable bounds, a maximum
change/difference of current threshold from the normal
entropy threshold (calculated during normal conditions)
should not exceed by 1.5, considering 90% confidence
interval for normal distribution. In case it exceeds more
than 1.5 times, value of current threshold will become 1.5
times to normal entropy threshold; otherwise, it will re-
main the same as per the calculated mean threshold value.
However, for decreasing entropy with respect to normal
entropy threshold (calculated during normal conditions)
for more than 1.5 times, value of current threshold will be
normal entropy threshold value divided by 1.5 to nor-
malize the threshold; otherwise, it will remain the same as
per the calculated mean threshold value. -e multipli-
cation and division factor of 1.5 is used to keep the
thresholds within reasonable bounds with respect to
normal threshold value. -e increasing entropy check is
applicable for SA entropy, whereas decreasing entropy
check is applicable for DA entropy. -e reason is that
DDoS attack tends to decrease DA entropy while

increasing SA entropy values. Flow chart for the algorithm
is presented in Figure 2. In OF-based v-Switch, a packet
for which no flow entry exists is passed on to controller for
decision making. So, in the algorithm packet in flow step
signifies entry of new packet in the controller. Traffic
features of the packet as per Table 3 are checked for
existence of entries already in the system. In case entries
exist in the lists; then occurrence counters for each feature
are incremented. Otherwise, new entries in the corre-
sponding lists are made. If the number of packets count
has reached 50 as per the set window, entropy value for
each traffic feature using the corresponding traffic feature
list is calculated. It is then compared with the threshold
value. In case current DA entropy value is less than mean
DA threshold value and current SA entropy value is
greater than mean SA threshold value; then the consec-
utive window counter is incremented and the same cycle
starts again for next window with number of packets
count set to zero. Moreover, in case the current DA,
entropy value is greater than mean DA threshold value
and SA entropy is less than mean SA threshold value; then
the cycle starts again with number of packets count set to
zero.

3.4. Implementation Constraints and Limitations. As previ-
ously mentioned in related work, DDoS related datasets for
SG are not publicly available and datasets like MIT Lincoln,
FIFA, DDoSTB, and CAIDA datasets are not SG related [12].
-erefore, [1, 12] relied on simulated traffic to test the vi-
ability of their proposed approach. Similarly, in the paper,
simulated normal and attack traffic is being generated using
Scapy tool to test the proposed model because it is python-
based and can be integrated with Mininet. Single topology is
tested for different types of DDoS attacks and the traffic is
simulated one. Results obtainedmay vary in real-time traffic.
Moreover, model presented is independent of any protocol
(tested for TCP/UDP/ICMP-based packets) and threshold
for DDoS detection is being adjusted automatically with
varying network conditions. So, solution is viable for dy-
namic network conditions as in modern networks. Apart
from it, the solution is tested using a software-based sim-
ulator. Its capability will further be improved with powerful
hardware-based SDN controller available in the markets.

Furthermore, the approach is based on single con-
troller architecture, wherein it can present a bottleneck
and security constraint when dealing with large-scale
network like SG. Difference between using single-con-
troller and multicontroller architecture is linked to load
balancing, high availability, and security of controller.
However, for this research it is outside the scope of work
and the approach can be integrated and tested with
multicontroller architecture for future research.

Table 4: Interpretation of value of λ.

No. (m) Flow property Value of λ Impact Result
1 SA Negative real number Data dispersion Attack from multiple IPs
2 DA Positive real number Data concentration Attack towards specific IP
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4. Experimental Setup

In this section, an experimental setup for validation of
S-DPS against Utility-Consumer Communication Network
implementation is discussed. For this purpose, a series of
steps are followed in order to establish simulation for
performing the experiments using test cases as discussed in
the following section.

4.1. Simulation Steps

4.1.1. Controller. POX is used as SDN controller for the
experiments. It is an open-source and python-based con-
troller that is widely used in experiments. It is lightweight
and developed as a platform to be customizable, meeting
desired needs of a controller. It supports famous operating
system like Windows, Linux, and MAC OS and has a
network discovery feature installed. Apart from this, an-
other two famous controllers like Floodlight and Beacon
are also available. However, in most SDN-based papers
highlighted in literature review, NOX controller, a pre-
decessor of POX, is used. So, for the research POX con-
troller is selected.

4.1.2. Network Emulator. Mininet 2.2.2 is used as a network
emulator for the experiment. It is an open-source platform
with support for SDN environment and OF protocol. It
treats each network component as a kernel process and can
be installed easily on a laptop or Personal Computer (PC)
using kernel namespace feature. Each network namespace
has its own Network Interface Card (NIC), Address Reso-
lution Protocol (ARP) table, ping service, scripts, and
routing table. Both Graphical User Interface (GUI) and
command line interfaces are available to create network
topologies. As a default, NOX controller is embedded in
Mininet.

4.1.3. Traffic Generation. Scapy is used as a traffic generator
tool, both for normal and for attack traffic. It has features of
scanning, packet spoofing, packet forging, sniffing, etc. Here,
TCP packets are generated using the tool. It supports python
programming language and POX controller also uses py-
thon. So, both controller and traffic generation tool can be
integrated. Spoofed source IP addresses and Host IP ad-
dresses are generated using python function “random.”

-is function returns a uniform random float in the
range of 0.0 to 1.0.-ese random floats are joined together to
form a spoofed IP address. Other options, i.e., type of
packets and packets interval available in Scapy, are used to
create normal and attack traffics. TCP/UDP/ICMP is set for
type of packets and 0.4 seconds as interval for normal traffic
between smart meter and utility server. Moreover, TCP/
UDP/ICMP-based DDoS attacks with attack rates ranging
between 200 and 4000 packets/sec are simulated in existing
researches, i.e., [6, 20, 27, 28]. Such variations of traffic
generation are catered for in existing experiments, covering
both LR- and HR-DDoS attacks.

4.1.4. Network Setup. Network is set up on Laptop Dell
Inspiron with Core i3 2.41 Ghz processor, 4GB RAM, and
100/1000Gbps NIC. Operating System is Windows 8.1 with
VirtualBox 6.0.4 installed. Mininet 2.2.2 on Linux Ubuntu
14.04.4 is installed in the VirtualBox for setting up the
environment. Mininet 2.2.2 supports OF version 1.3.
Moreover, “mn” command is used in Mininet to set up the
network. As a default, two hosts with one switch are con-
figured. However, custom network is set up using different
filters available in “mn” command, i.e., related to controller
either local or remote, type of switch, number of hosts/
switches, etc.

4.1.5. Network Topology. A tree-type network constituting
smart-meter-utility server communication network is
depicted in Figure 3. It has a depth of 2 with 10 switches and
54 hosts (smart meters and utility server). Here “smart
meters” are the core of SGs because they are smart and
possess the ability to sense, measure, and examine the usage
of electricity, continuously transmit the data and informa-
tion collected to the central location, and perform two-way
communications with all other components of the SG and
the consumer. Meanwhile, “utility server” has a dual-role to
play; i.e., it has a two-way communication with smart meter
as well as with power generation facility. It is located at
control center and provides live consumption data to both
users and to power generation facility. Finally, “controller” is
the brain of the overall network managing all OF-enabled
switches/routers by installing forwarding rules and performs
centralized network and configuration management for
better performance and security in the network.

Utility server is connected to Switch-1, whereas Switches
2–10 are used to connect 53 smart meters, evenly divided,
i.e., 6 smart meters each. However, last switch consists of 5
smart meters. OF-enabled v-Switch available in Mininet is
used to connect hosts. L3-learning module of POX con-
troller with addition of two functions, i.e., traffic feature
collection and entropy calculation, is used for the controller
function of the network.

4.2. Evaluation Criteria. -e S-DPS is evaluated using DR
and FPR metrics where DR measures portion of the attacks
that are detected correctly by the system and represented by
(6) and FPR provides the percentage of events that are
reported as negative events where actually they are positive
events and represented by (7). In the equations, True Positive
(TP) event means that the system has detected a correct
anomalous event, whereas False Positive (FP) means system
has detected an incorrect anomalous event; i.e., actually the
event is legitimate but detected otherwise. Similarly, True
Negative (TN) event means that the system has detected a
correct legitimate event, whereas False Negative (FN) means
system has detected an incorrect legitimate event, i.e., ac-
tually the event is anomalous but detected otherwise. Varied
levels of both LR- and HR-DDoS attacks, i.e., smurf, socket
stress, and SYN flood attacks, are launched against the utility
server for early detection and real-time mitigation of attack.
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DR �
TP

TP + FN
, (6)

FPR �
FP

TN + FP
. (7)

5. Results and Discussion

-e experiment covers topology highlighted in Figure 3, which
contains 10 switches and 54 hosts. Each host from h1-h53
represents a smart meter, where host h54 is a utility server with
which each smart meter sends its observed values. Each switch
in the topology is OF-enabled v-Switch centrally connected to
POX controller c0. In order to simulate the traffic between
connecting entities, certain parameters like frequency of
communication between smart meter and utility server, type of
protocol, etc., need to be defined. AMI infrastructure does not
have any standardized architecture and varying implementa-
tions exist defining the network and dynamics of communi-
cation. Frequency of communication between smart meter and
utility server is also set to different intervals, i.e., 1 second, 4
seconds, 60 seconds, 5 minutes, and 15 minutes, depending
upon the scheduling criteria set by utility service provider [29].
Considering the periodic traffic profile in most common ar-
chitectures, smart meters are scheduled to transmit and receive
at interval of 0.4 seconds [30]. Further, both UDP and TCP
protocols are used in two-way communication between smart
meter and utility server. Seven sets of traffic profiles are gen-
erated in the experiment, i.e., normal traffic, smurf attack, socket
stress attack, and SYN flood attack. Traffic profile for the ex-
periments is shown in Table 5. -ese traffic profiles are

simulated using UDP/TCP/ICMP-based packets at destination
port 80/21 using random spoofed source IP addresses and
source ports.

5.1.Normal TrafficProfile. In normal traffic profile, a total of
5 runs of experiment are performed, each containing 1250
packets with window size of 50 packets. Packet interval
between smart meter(s) and utility server and reverse is set to
0.4 seconds. In normal circumstances, at any given point in
time, a utility server is sending probe to any smart meter and
any smart meter is sending its readings to utility server.

-erefore, two-way packets are generated randomly
using one of the IP addresses of smart meter and of utility
server with interval of 0.4 seconds to obtain average normal
entropy value.-e whole experiment is covering observation
of 6,250 packets. -e results of normal traffic separately for
source IP (SrcIP) and destination IP (DestIP) are presented
in Figure 4. Here, average entropy values per window for
both SrcIP and DestIP are used to plot the graphs. As can be
seen from Figure 4, entropy value for DestIP ranges from
1011.923 to 1372.990 and average normal entropy value is
being utilized as a base entropy for DestIP in attack sce-
narios. Similarly, entropy value for SrcIP ranges from
1066.081 to 1722.328 and average normal entropy value is
1320.678, being utilized as a base entropy for SrcIP in attack
scenarios.

5.2. SmurfAttack. A smurf attack is a type of DDoS attack in
which vulnerabilities in Internal Protocol (IP) or Internal
Control Message Protocols (ICMP) are exploited as such
that it makes the overall computer network inoperable. For

POX controller

Utility server-host 54

Smart meter
(1-6)

Smart meter
(7-12)

Smart meter
(43-48)

Smart meter
(49-53)

FC, AD, and AM

Figure 3: Network topology.
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smurf attack to work, a false IP packet with spoofed IP is
created. IP packet is basically an ICMP ping message that
tells the network nodes to receive and send back echo reply.
-ese echoes are then sent back to all network devices
creating an infinite loop in the network. To further amplify
the attack, IP broadcasting technique can be used.

In the experiment, an ICMP echo request is generated
towards the broadcast address of all switches/routers, i.e.,
10.0.0.255 using the spoofed IP address, i.e., of target address
(10.0.0.54), which is a utility server. In this case, all the smart
meters lying under these switches/routers will send their ICMP
echo replies towards the target, i.e., utility server. In order to
further amplify the attack, each smart meter is relaying
6000bytes of junk IPv4 packets towards the target. Two separate
scripts are being run manually using two random hosts, e.g., h1
and h4. At h1, normal traffic generation is carried out, whereas
at h4 (attacker machine), smurf attack towards target address
(utility server) is launched. Traffic profiles both for source and
destination IP for the scenario are depicted in Figure 5. It can be
seen from Figure 5(b) that destination IP current entropy is far
below the threshold value between windows 6 and 25, meaning
the number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in decrease
of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is detected in

these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a DoS or DDoS
attack it can be seen from Figure 5(a) that source IP current
entropy is above the threshold value between windows 11–22,
meaning the number of packets with multiple SrcIPs/windows
for the target host exists, resulting in increase of overall SrcIP
address entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack de-
tected is DDoS. In case it is below the threshold values, the
attack is considered as DDoS attack.

Moreover, comparison between the normal and attack
traffic for destination IP is depicted in Figure 5(c). It can be been
seen that entropy values/window for attack traffic has declined
significantly compared to normal traffic since most of the
traffic/window is directed towards a single DestIP, resulting in
decline of entropy. Moreover, it can be observed from
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) that S-DPS-based threshold is changing as
per the current network conditions compared to experimental
static threshold that remains fixed no matter how much the
network environment varies. So, S-DPS-based threshold is able
to provide true picture of the network while achieving DR of
100% with 0% FPR for simulated traffic.

5.3. Socket Stress Attack. Considering socket stress attack,
raw sockets are used to establish a connection with the target
machine. It is an asymmetric resource consumption attack,

Table 5: Traffic profiles.

Type of
traffic Protocol DP SP Payload: number

of packets Source IP address Destination IP address Traffic
interval

Attack
type

Normal UDP 80/
21 2/3 None 10.0.0.54 or random

(10.0.0.0/24)
10.0.0.54 or random

(10.0.0.0/24) 0.4 sec —

Smurf
attack ICMP — — 6000 bytes 10.0.0.54 10.0.0.255 — DDoS

Socket
stress TCP 21 Random

(0–65535) None 10.0.0.4 10.0.0.54 — DDoS

SYN flood TCP 80 Random
(1000–9000) None Random 10.0.0.54 — DDoS

c
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where asymmetric refers to less requirement of resources at
attacker end verses a great deal of resource consumption on
target machine. For such attack to work, it should be tar-
geted to an open port in victim’s machine. In the attack,
attacker advertises a zero window at the end of three-way
handshake; meaning it has not received the data so the
victim will tend to open the connection and probe the client
periodically to check whether data is received or not.

Similarly, multiple connections at the victim machine are
opened, consuming many resources on the victims’ ma-
chine. Socket stress attack script is executed randomly on h4
(attacker machine) targeting utility server (victim machine)
at IP address 10.0.0.54 and port 80. In the attack, 20 random
connections using random source ports are created with a
timeout value of 1minute. Timeout value defines the time
before which new connection is established to the target. So,
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Figure 5: Smurf attack detection- static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Source IP address traffic profile; (b) destination IP address traffic profile;
(c) destination IP-normal vs. smurf attack traffic.
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at any given point in time, a minimum of 20 connections
remain active on the target machine. Two separate scripts are
being run manually using two random hosts, say h1 and h4.
At h1, normal traffic generation is carried out, whereas at h4,
socket stress attack towards target address is launched.
Traffic profiles both for source and destination IP for the
scenario are depicted in Figure 6. It can be seen from the
figure that destination IP current entropy is far below the
threshold value between windows 5 and 25, meaning the
number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in
decrease of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is
detected in these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a
DoS or DDoS attack, it can be seen from Figure 6(b) that
source IP current entropy is not above the threshold value
for consecutive windows from windows 1 to 25. It means
that the number of packets with single SrcIP/window for the
target host exists, resulting in decrease of overall SrcIP
address entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack
detected is DoS. Moreover, comparison between the normal
and attack traffic for destination IP is depicted in Figure 6(c).
It can be seen that destination IP entropy values/window for
attack traffic has decreased significantly after the attack
compared to normal traffic using the proposed S-DPS
mechanism since most of the traffic/window is directed
towards a single DestIP, resulting in decline of entropy.

5.4. SYN Flood Attack. In case of SYN flood attack, the
attacker exploits part of normal TCP three-way handshake
process by sending repeated SYN packets to the target
machine with a frequency above its capacity to process. It
can target all open ports or a specific port to block the
service(s) of the target machine. -e target machine re-
sponds to all received requests with SYN-ACK packets for
that open port(s) and wait for ACK packets for some time. In
most scenarios, source IP address and ports are malicious,
i.e., spoofed, so ACK packets are never sent back or, in
another case, ACK packets are not sent by the attacker
deliberately to shut down the service of target machine. SYN
flood attack script is executed randomly on h4 (attacker
machine) targeting utility server (victim machine) at IP
address 10.0.0.54 and port 80. In the attack, 10,000 packets
with random source IP address and ports (ranging between
1000 and 9000) are sent to the utility server. -ese packets
have random “seq” numbers and “window” size between
1000 and 9000. Two separate scripts are being run manually
using two random hosts, say h1 and h4. At h1, normal traffic
generation is carried out, whereas at h4 (attacker machine),
SYN flood attack towards target address (utility server) is
launched. Traffic profiles both for destination and source IPs
for the scenario are depicted in Figure 7. It can be seen from
Figure 7(a) that destination IP current entropy is far below
the threshold value between windows 5 and 25; meaning the
number of packets with same DestIP/window, i.e., towards
the target host, has increased exceptionally resulting in
decrease of overall DestIP address entropy. So, the attack is
detected in these windows. Further, to verify whether it is a
DoS or DDoS attack, it can be seen from Figure 7(b) that

source IP current entropy is above the threshold value for
consecutive windows from windows 6–25, meaning the
number of packets with multiple SrcIPs/windows for the
target host exists, resulting in increase of overall SrcIP ad-
dress entropy from the threshold. -erefore, the attack
detected is DDoS. Moreover, comparison between the
normal and attack traffic for destination IP is depicted in
Figure 7(c). It can be seen that destination IP entropy values/
window for attack traffic has decreased significantly after the
attack compared to normal traffic using the proposed S-DPS
mechanism since most of the traffic/window is directed
towards a single DestIP, resulting in decline of DestIP
entropy.

For all the attacks discussed above, although the target is
utility server (h54), controller being the brain of SDN net-
work is processing all the normal and attack packets. So, in
addition to utility server (target machine) controller is also
being targeted in all attack scenarios discussed, but the
detection and mitigation approach is implemented at the
controller so attack is mitigated within near real time.

5.5. Mitigation of DDoS Attack. On detection of DDoS
attack, it is important to mitigate it as well to prevent its
penetration further in the network. OF protocol, due to its
real-time reconfiguration feature, enables us to define flow
rules that can block the switch ports in real time. -e
authors in [6, 27, 28] utilized OF port blocking or deletion
of flows as a mitigation strategy, achieving time and space
complexity of O (n), where “n” may be number of packets
processed for port blocking or number of flows deleted. For
that matter, port blocking strategy is utilized, achieving the
same complexity of O (n). One timer variable of Boolean
type, i.e., “timerSet,” and two functions, i.e., Preventing()
and _timerfunc(), are incorporated in the default
L3_learningmodule of POX controller. By default, timerSet
is set to “False” so that controller continues to operate
without active DDoS defense mechanism till entropy of the
window does not fall under threshold value of that window.
In case entropy values of the windows from the entropy
dictionary are less than the threshold values, Preventing()
function is invoked with global Set_Timer set to “True”;
otherwise, timerSet value is set to “False” to enable/allow
normal operation of the controller again, i.e., without active
DDoS defense mechanism. Eventually, _timer_ func is used
to detect the happening of DDoS attack using the dictio-
nary maintained by Preventing() function and block the
switch ports with count greater than and equal to 5, oc-
curring in five consecutive windows. Preventing() function
is incorporated in POX controller using “_handle_-
openflow_packetIn” instance. Each time a new packet en-
ters the controller, packet is accounted for in the dictionary
being maintained. Dictionary constitutes a switch ID and
port number with its counter. It has a form like switch ID
(port number, count). Switch ID is recognized by OF
parameter “event.connection.dpid” and port number by
“event.port.” It is used to detect whether DDoS attack has
occurred or not. After creating the dictionary for 25
windows, _timer_func() is used to detect and mitigate
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DDoS attack. It iterates through all the items in the dic-
tionary and if specific ports of a specific switch have its
count greater than and equal to 5 and for five consecutive
windows, DDoS attack is detected and these switch ports
are blocked by sending message to controller using OF

procedure calls, i.e., “of.of p_packet_out” and “core.open-
flow.sendToDPID().” -e mitigation strategy is performed
successfully on 25% rate attack on single host. As per re-
sults, dictionary maintained by the controller contains
count of 69 for Switch-1 and Port-1, 12 for Switch-2 and
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Figure 6: Socket stress attack detection-static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Destination IP address traffic profile. (b) Source IP address traffic
profile. (c) Destination IP-normal vs. socket stress attack traffic.
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Port-1, 60 for Switch-2 and Port-4, and 61 for Switch-8 and
Port-9. All such switch ports are blocked by the controller
as part of prevention strategy.

6. Performance Evaluation

-e performance of S-DPS is evaluated using metrics like
CPU/RAM utilization. CPU/RAM utilization is measured

and compared with and without the approach using 25%
attack rate on single host scenario. As mentioned in previous
sections of conceptual framework, 4 additional functions are
added to the L3-learning module of POX controller, i.e.,
traffic feature collection, entropy calculation, timer function,
and preventing function, for DDoS detection and mitigation
purpose. In order to see the effect of these functions on the
overall CPU/RAM utilization of Mininet and on the
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Figure 7: SYN flood attack detection-static vs. dynamic thresholds. (a) Destination IP address traffic profile; (b) source IP address traffic
profile; (c) destination IP-normal vs. SYN flood attack traffic.
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controller, two simulations are run again. One simulation
constitutes 25% rate attack on single host without the so-
lution and other simulation with same setting with proposed
solution.-e elapsed time for both simulations is 25 seconds
and normal traffic ran for 200 seconds. “Top” and “Htop”
commands have been used to capture the CPU/RAM uti-
lizations. Results are depicted in Table 6. It can be seen from
Table 6 that overall CPU/RAM utilization is 55.5%/171MB
in case of simulation without the solution and controller
instance has consumed 12.3%/1.4% of total memory. In case
of simulation with the solution, overall CPU/RAM utiliza-
tion is 55.2%/205MB and controller instance has consumed
29.6%/1.7% of total memory. -ere is a slight increase in
controller instance CPU/RAM utilization but it is still in
acceptable limits.

DDoS detection and mitigation functions are incorpo-
rated in SDN controller, considering the low computational
complexity of approach used, i.e., O (n) for both time and
space complexity. It is verified by CPU/RAM utilization with
and without the approach. At controller end, CPU utiliza-
tion rises to only 29.6% from 12.3% with S-DPS. Similarly,
there is a minimal increase in RAM utilization from 1.4% to
1.7%. Considering the facts, S-DPS can be both efficient and
effective approach to provide DDoS protection in dynamic
networks like SG communication network. -e reason is its
nondependency on any training requirements and due to
adaptive nature of threshold calculations.

Several approaches to DDoS detection exist in literature.
For example, Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), a machine
learning approach, has been used by [31] to learn the be-
havior of network and decide whether network is attacked or
not. Several hours of learning is required for better DR and
FPR. In case of network or topology change, SOM is re-
quired to be trained again. With expansion of network,
neurons used in SOM are also required to be increased,
making the solution more expansive towards the network.
-e S-DPS is built in inside the controller and is easily
adaptable to the changing network. No training is required
upfront and computational complexity is lower than ma-
chine learning approach—SOM. Similarly, the authors in
[32, 33] have utilized SNORT alongside SDN for DDoS
detection. As highlighted previously, S-DPS has achieved
better CPU/RAM utilization compared to SNORT. More-
over, DDoS protection mechanism is embedded in S-DPS,
where in [33] separate SNORTdetection system is integrated
with SDN environment making it less transparent towards
computational overhead, sampling requirements, and
bandwidth limitations, if any. Both SOM and SNORT apply
complex operations to learn the behavior of the network,
e.g., processing large matrices or pattern matching schemes.
In S-DPS, entropy-based mechanism is providing the same
functionality without any of the complexities available in
SOM and SNORT.

Benefits that are achieved through S-DPS are highlighted
as follows:

(i) High DR with no FPR
(ii) DoS, LR-DDoS, and HR-DDoS attacks that have

been successfully detected

(iii) -reshold mechanism that is adaptive rather than
static and without any experimental adjustment for
better DR/FPR, thus making it more suitable for
modern/dynamic networks

(iv) DDoS mitigation mechanism also provided as an
addition for real-time protection

7. Conclusion

Given the nature of current dynamic networks, DDoS at-
tacks are constantly becoming more sophisticated and are
rapidly growing. -ese attacks can prove to be devastating
for the underlying networks, with special emphasis to
communication networks existing in SGs. -e conventional
approaches to counter these attacks are not enough to
provide sufficient safety. Many researchers have claimed that
the evolving SDN-based approaches are successful in dealing
with the DDoS attacks in such networks. But, it is reported
that these approaches employ the static threshold mecha-
nisms to detect the attacks which is not suitable, given the
dynamic and heterogeneous networks of SGs. S-DPS has
claimed to efficiently address and manage these issues by
employing an SDN-based environment and using a light-
weight entropy-based defense mechanism. -e DDoS pro-
tection strategy is made more efficient and effective through
the reconfiguration of network in real time and by providing
the global view of SDN networks. It is capable of detecting
the threat along with the mitigation of anomaly at the same
time as early as the first 250 packets by blocking the ports.
Additionally, the existing SDN-based approaches are unable
to detect different level of DDoS attacks but with the use of
Tsallis entropy and its sensitivity factor, detection becomes
possible. DR of 100% with FPR of 0% is achieved through
simulation of HR-DDoS attacks. -e S-DPS is able to show
its capability and productiveness in both protection against
DDoS and computational costs through minimum usage of
CPU and RAM.

7.1. Future Works. Single controller architecture is utilized
in S-DPS, making it vulnerable to computational/bandwidth
bottlenecks for very large networks. In order to add resil-
iency in S-DPS, a multicontroller architecture is recom-
mended. Intercontroller communication mechanism is
necessary to provide synchronized operations of the pro-
tection system, with necessary recovery and failsafe
mechanism.

Data Availability

-e data are available from the corresponding author upon
request.

Table 6: Resource utilization.

Controller
instance Mininet instance

Resource utilization CPU% RAM% CPU% RAM (Mbs)
Without S-DPS 12.3 1.4 55.5 171
With S-DPS 29.76 1.7 55.2 2.5
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